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Collaboration, Control, and the Idea
of a Writing Center
Andrea Lunsford
The triple focus of my title reflects some problems I've been concentrating on ás I thought about and prepared for the opportunity to speak last week

at the Midwest Writing Centers Association meeting in St. Cloud, and here

at the Pacific Coast/Inland Northwest Writing Centers meeting in Le
Grande. Til try as I go along to illuminate - or at least to complicate - each

of these foci, and I'll conclude by sketching in what I see as a particularly

compelling idea of a writing center, one informed by collaboration and, I
hope, attuned to diversity.
As some of you may know, Tve recently written a book on collaboration,

in collaboration with my dearest friend and co-author, Lisa Ede. Singular
Texts/Plural Authors: Perspectives in Collaborative Writing was six years in the

research and writing, so I would naturally gravitate to principles of collaboration in this or any other address.
Yet it's interesting to me to note that when Lisa and I began our research

(see "Why Write . . . Together?") , we didn't even use the term "collaboration"; we identified our subjects as "co- and group-writing." And when we
presented our first paper on the subject at the 1 985 CCCC meeting, ours was

the only such paper at the conference, ours the only presentation with
"collaboration" in the title. Now, as you know, the word is everywhere, in
every journal, every conference program, on the tip of every scholarly tongue.

So - collaboration, yes. But why control? Because as the latest pedagogical
bandwagon, collaboration often masquerades as democracy when it in fact
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practices the same old authoritarian control. It thus stands open to abuse and

can, in fact, lead to poor teaching and poor learning. And it can lead - as
many ofyou know - to disastrous results in the writing center. So amidst the
rush to embrace collaboration, I see a need for careful interrogation and some
caution.

We might begin by asking where the collaboration bandwagon got
rolling. Why has it gathered such steam? Because, I believe, collaboration
both in theory and practice reflects a broad-based epistemological shift, ashift

in the way we view knowledge. The shift involves a move from viewing
knowledge and reality as things exterior to or outside of us, as immediately

accessible, individually knowablc, measurable, and shareable - to viewing
knowledge and reality as mediated by or constructed through language in
social use, as socially constructed, contcxtualizcd, as, in short, the product of
collaboration.
I'd like to suggest that collaboration as an embodiment of this theory of
knowledge poses a distinct threat to one particular idea of a writing center.
This idea of a writing center, what Til call "The Center as Storehouse," holds
to the earlier view of knowledge just described - knowledge as exterior to us
and as directly accessible. The Center as Storehouse operates as information
stations or storehouses, prescribing and handing out skills and strategies to
individual learners. They often use "modules" or other kinds of individualized learning materials. They tend to view knowledge as individually derived
and held, and they are not particularly amenable to collaboration, sometimes
actively hostile to it. 1 visit lots of Storehouse Centers, and in fact I set up such

a center myself, shortly after 1 had finished an M.A. degree and a thesis on
William Faulkner.
Since Storehouse Centers do a lot of good work and since I worked very
hard to set up one of them, I was loathe to compi ¡cate or critique such a center.

Even after Lisa and I started studying collaboration in earnest, and in spite

of the avalanche of data we gathered in support of the premise that
collaboration is the norm in most professions (American Consulting Engi-

neers Council, American Institute of Chemists, American Psychological
Institute, Modern Language Association, Professional Services Management
Association, International City Management Association, Society for Technical Communication), I was still a very reluctant convert.
Why? Because, I believe, collaboration posed another threat to my way
of teaching, away that informs another idea ofa writing center, which Til call

"The Center as Garret." Garret Centers are informed by a deep-seated belief

in individual "genius," in the Romantic sense of the term. (I need hardly
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point out that this belief also informs much of the humanities and, in
particular, English studies.) These Centers are also informed by a deepseated attachment to the American brand of individualism, a term coined by
Alexis de Toqueville as he sought to describe the defining characteristics of

this Republic.

Unlike Storehouse Centers, Garret Centers don't view knowledge as
exterior, as information to be sought out or passed on mechanically. Rather
they see knowledge as interior, as inside the student, and the writing center's
job as helping students get in touch with this knowledge, as away to find their

unique voices, their individual and unique powers. This idea has been
articulated by many, including Ken Macrorie, Peter Elbow, and Don
Murray, and the idea usually gets acted out in Murray-like conferences, those

in which the tutor or tcachcr listens, voices encouragement, and essentially

serves as a validation of the students' "l-search." Obviously, collaboration

problematizes Garret Centers as well, for they also view knowledge as
interiorized, solitary, individually derived, individually held.
As I've indicated, I held on pretty fiercely to this idea as well as to the first

one. I was still resistant to collaboration. So I took the natural path for an
academic faced with this dilemma: 1 decided todo more research. I did a lot
of it. And, to my chagrin, 1 found more and more evidence to challenge my
ideas, to challenge both the idea of Centers as Storehouses or as Garrets. Not
incidentally, the data I amassed mirrored what my students had been telling
me for years: not the research they carried out, not their dogged writing of
essays, not me even, but their work in groups, their collaboration , was the
most important and helpful part of their school experience. Briefly, the data
I found all support the following claims:

1. Collaboration aids in problem finding as well as problem solving.

2. Collaboration aids in learning abstractions.
3. Collaboration aids in transfer and assimilation; it fosters interdisciplinary thinking.

4. Collaboration leads not only to sharper, more critical thinking
(students must explain, defend, adapt), but to deeper understanding
of others.

5. Collaboration leads to higher achievement in general. I might
mention here the Johnson and Johnson analysis of 122 studies from

1924-1981, which included every North American study that
considered achievement or performance data in competitive, coop-

erative/collaborative, or individualistic classrooms. Some 60%
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showed that collaboration promoted higher achievement, while
oñly 6% showed the reverse. Among studies comparing the effects

of collaboration and independent work, the results are even more
strongly in favor of collaboration.
Moreover, the superiority of collaboration held for all subject areas

and all age groups. Sec "How to Succeed Without Even Vying,"
Psychology Today , September 1986.

6. Collaboration promotes excellence. In this regard, I am fond of
quoting Hannah Arendt: "For excellence, the presence of others is
always required."
7. Collaboration engages the whole student and encourages active
learning; it combines reading, talking, writing, thinking; it provides

practice in both synthetic and analytic skills.

Given these research findings, why am I still urging caution in using
collaboration as our key term, in using collaboration as the idea of the kind
of writing center I now advocate?
First, because creating a collaborative environment and truly collaborative tasks is damnably difficult. Collaborative environments and tasks must

demand collaboration. Students, tutors, teachers must really need one
another to carry out common goals. As an aside, let me note that studies of
collaboration in the workplace identify three kinds of tasks that seem to call

consistently for collaboration: high-order problem defining and solving;
division of labor tasks, in which the job is simply too big for anyone person;
and division of expertise tasks. Such tasks are often difficult to come by in
writing centers, particularly those based on the Storehouse or Garret models.
A collaborative environment must also be one in which goals are clearly
defined and in which the jobs at hand engage everyone fairly equally, from
the student clients to work-study students to peer tutors and professional
staff. In other words, such an environment rejects traditional hierarchies. In
addition, the kind of collaborative environment I want to encourage calls for
careful and ongoing monitoring and evaluating of the collaboration or group
process, again on the part of all involved. In practice, such monitoring calls
on each person involved in the collaboration to build a theory of collaboration, a theory of group dynamics.

Building such a collaborative environment is also hard because getting
groups of any kind going is hard. The students', tutors', and teachers' prior
experiences may work against it (they probably held or still hold to Storehouse or Garret ideas); the school day and term work against it; and the dropin nature of many centers, including my own, works against it. Against these
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odds, we have to figure out how to constitute groups in our centers; how to

allow for evaluation and monitoring; how to teach, model, and learn about
careful listening, leadership, goal setting, and negotiation - all of which are
necessary to effective collaboration.
We must also recognize that collaboration is hardly a monolith. Instead,
it comes in a dizzying variety of modes about which we know almost nothing.

In our books, Lisa and I identify and describe two such modes, the
hierarchical and the dialogic, both ofwhich our centers need to be well versed
at using. But it stands to reason that these two modes perch only at the tip
of the collaborative iceberg.
As I argued earlier, 1 think we must be cautious in rushing to embrace

collaboration because collaboration can also be used to reproduce the status
quo; the rigid hierarchy of teachcr-centercd classrooms is replicated in the
tutor-centered writing center in which the tutor is still the seat of all authority

but is simply pretending it isn't so. Such a pretense of democracy sends badly

mixed messages. It can also lead to the kind of homogeneity that squelches
diversity, that waters down ideas to the lowest common denominator, that
erases rather than values différence. This tendency is particularly troubling

given our growing awareness of the roles gender and ethnicity play in all
learning. So regression toward the mean is not a goal I seek in an idea of a
writing center based on collaboration.

The issue of control surfaces most powerfully in this concern over a
collaborative center. In the writing center ideas I put forward earlier, where
is that focus of control? In Storehouse Centers, it seems to me control resides
in the tutor or center staff, the possessors of information, the currency of the

Academy. Garret Centers, on the other hand, seem to invest power and
control in the individual student knowcr, though I would argue that such
control is often appropriated by the tutor/teacher, as I have often seen happen

during Murray or Elbow style conferences. Any center based on collaboration will need to address the issue of control explicitly, and doing so will not
be easy.

It won't be easy because what 1 think of as successful collaboration
(which PU call Burkean Parlor Centers), collaboration that is attuned to
diversity, goes deeply against the grain of education in America. To illustrate,

I need offer only a few representative examples:

1. Mina Shaughncssy, welcoming a supervisor to her classroom in
which students were busily collaborating, was told, "Oh. . . I'll come

back when you're teaching."
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2. A prominent and very distinguished feminist scholar has been

refused an endowed chair because most of her work had been written

collaboratively.
3. A prestigious college poetry prize was withdrawn after the winning
poem turned out to be written by three student collaborators.
4. A faculty member working in a writing center was threatened with

dismissal for "encouraging" group-produced documents.

I have a number of such examples, all of which suggest that - used
unreflectively or «^cautiously - collaboration may harm professionally those
who seek to use it and may as a result further reify a model of education as
the top-down transfer of information (back to The Storehouse) or a private

search for Truth (back to The Garret). As I also hope I've suggested,
collaboration can easily degenerate into busy work or what J im Corder calls
"fading into the tribe."
So I am very, very serious about the cautions I've been raising, about our
need to examine carefully what we mean by collaboration and to explore how
those definitions locate control. And yet I still advocate - with growing and

deepening conviction - the move to collaboration in both classrooms and
centers. In short, 1 am advocating a third, alternative idea of a writing center,
one I know many ofyou have already brought into being. In spite of the very
real risks involved, we need to embrace the idea ofwriting centers as Burkean

Parlors, as centers for collaboration. Only in doing so can we, I believe,
enable a student body and citizenry to meet the demands of the twenty-first
century. A recent Labor Department report tells us, for instance, that by the

mid-1990s workers will need to read at the 1 1th grade level for even low-

paying jobs; that workers will need to be able not so much to solve
prepackaged problems but to identify problems amidst a welter of informa-

tion or data; that they will need to reason from complex symbol systems
rather than from simple observations; most of all that they will need to be able

to work with others who arc different from them and to learn to negotiate

power and control (Heath).
The idea of a center 1 want to advocate speaks directly to these needs, for

its theory of knowledge is based not on positivistic principles (that's The
Storehouse again), not on Platonic or absolutist ideals (that's The Garret),
but on the notion of knowledge as always contextually bound, as always

socially constructed. Such a center might well have as its motto Arendťs
statement: "For Excellence, the presence of others is always required." Such
a center would place control, power, and authority not in the tutor or staff,
not in the individual student, but in the negotiating group. It would engage
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students not only in solving problems set by teachers but in identifying
problems for themselves; not only in working as a group but in monitoring,
evaluating, and building a theory of how groups work; not only in understanding and valuing collaboration but in confronting squarely the issues of
control that successful collaboration inevitably raises; not only in reaching
consensus but in valuing dissensus and diversity.

The idea of a center informed by a theory of knowledge as socially
constructed, of power and control as constantly negotiated and shared, and
of collaboration as its first principle presents quite a challenge. It challenges
our ways oforganizing our centers, oftrainingourstaff and tutors, oPworking
with teachers. It even challenges our sense of where we "fit" in this idea. More
importantly, however, such a center presents a challenge to the institution of

higher education, an institution that insists on rigidly controlled individual

performance, on evaluation as punishment, on isolation, on the kinds of
values that took that poetry prize away from three young people or that
accused Mina Shaughncssy of "not teaching."
This alternative, this third idea of a writing center, poses a threat as well

as a challenge to the status quo in higher education. This threat is one
powerful and largely invisible reason, I would argue, for the way in which

many writing centers have been consistently marginalized, consistently
silenced. But organizations like this one are gaining a voice, are finding ways
to imagine into being centers as Burkean Parlors for collaboration, writing

centers, I believe, which can lead the way in changing the face of higher
education.

So, as if you didn't already know it, you're a subversive group, and I'm

delighted to have been invited to participate in this collaboration. But Tve
been talking far too long by myself now, so I'd 1 ike to close by giving the floor

to two of my student collaborators. The first - like I was - was a reluctant
convert to the kind of collaboration Tve been describing tonight. But here's
what she wrote to me some time ago:
Dr. Lunsford: I don't know exactly what to say here, but I want to say

something. So here goes. When this Writing Center class first began,
I didn't know what in the hell you meant by collaboration. I thought hey! yo! - you're the teacher and you know a lot of stuff. And you better

tell it to me. Then I can tell it to the other guys. Now I know that you
know even more than I thought. leven found out I know a lot. But that's
not important. What's important is knowing that knowing doesn't just
happen all by itself, like the cartoons show with a little light bulb going

off in a bubble over a character's head. Knowing happens with other
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people, figuring things out, trying to explain, talking through things.
What I know is that we are all making and remaking our knowing and
ourselves with each other every day-you just as much as me and the other

guys, Dr. Lunsford. We're all - all of us together - collaborative recre-

ations in process. So - well - just wish me luck.
And here's a note I received just as 1 got on the plane, from another student/
collaborator:

I had believed that Ohio State had nothing more to offer me in the way
of improving my writing. Happily, I was mistaken. I have great expectations for our Writing Center Seminar class. 1 look forward to every one
of our classes and to every session with my 1 1 OW students [2 groups of

3 undergraduates he is tutoring]. 1 sometimes feel that they have more
to offer me than I to them. They say the same thing, though, so I guess

we're about even, all learning together. (P.S. This class and the Center
have made me certain 1 want to attend graduate school.)
These students embody the kind of center I'm advocating, and I'm honored
to join them in conversation about it, conversation we can continue together
now.
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